1. Introduction. In this paper we illustrate a method for deriving information concerning the derivatives of the conformal capacity of certain extremal The modulus of R is deffned by (2) modR:(on-rfpfl@-r), o!,-r: mn-r(Sn-l).
It is well known [1] It is well known [15] that if a ring R has nondegenerate boundary components then there is a unique admissible extremal function u for the variational problem (l) . By [5] , [24] ) (4) div (lVuln-'Yu) -0, of which the extremal function a is a weak solution.
Since each of the elliptic integrals K and K' satisfies the ordinary differential equation t(l -tz)u" 1(l -3tz)u'-ta:0 ([0, Formula I18.02], 19 , p. 2ll), where ' denotes differentiation with respect to t, it follows from the theory of ordinary differential equations l2ll that w:ltz,r(t) satisfies the differential equation (5)^s -(0 -+(tr* t)lQ-l'))r, where ,S. denotes the Schwarzian derivative (w"fw'\'-(w"fw')212. The differential equation (5) was originally derived before 1890 (before the introduction of the Grötzsch ring) without the benefit of the Schwarzian derivative and using only the properties of elliptic integrals (cf. [13] ).
Since an exact formula for the capacity is not known when n >3, it is much more difficult to obtain information about the derivatives of po,rfor these n than when n:2. However, in this paper we illustrate a variational technique by means of which one may obtain integral representations for these derivatives, and then we estimate these integrals to find asymptotic limits for pi,of) as I tends to 0 and to I and also to find an inequality satisfied by the second derivative {l,r!).
For the most part we shall follow the notation introduced in [2] [7] .
In the present case this degree of smoothness up to ,Sn-l for the extremal function u for -R,, permits the calculations in Sections 6 andT to be carried out. It is easy to verify directly that the function 'fr(P):2-r1p1lP l') is a solution of (4) in the ring -R which is the reflection of Ro,, in ,Sn-1and that r2 has the boundary value fr:l on ^Sn-l.
Derivatives of the conform al capacity of extremal rings Since lVal=0 on ,Sn-1 by Lemmas 5 and 6 below, we may appeal to Nirenberg [19] and Morrey [18] about the x-axis. Hölder's inequality implies that lvr*l = (*l* ,lYu(x, v,e)l'dm,-,,"t"'.
By multiplying both sides of this inequality by olt' raising both sides to the power n, and integrating over the Plane set 82* : {(x, y); xz*yz = 1, y > 0} we may show that the integral of lVz*l' over Än,1(/) is at most cap Ä",t(l)' By uniqueness of the extremal function we conclude that i":u, so that z must be already symmetric with respect to the x-axis'
We may show further that the extremal function z must be symmetric with re' spect to the hyperplane x:0 in R". For let u*(x,y):(u(x,y)+u(-x,y))12 n B\ and extend u* to all of Rn,, by symmetry. Then, by an elementary inequality, lYu*(x,y)l = $(lvz
in B\.It is now easy to show that the integral of lVz*l' over Än,1 does not exceed capRn,r, and we may conclude that u has the desired symmetry.
Next, if p:n-I, we may achieve the analogous result concerning symmetry about the y-axis and the hyperplane /:0 in R" by taking y-x, and x to be the length of the vector (xr, ..., xn-) in the above argument. 
to make estimates based on this equatiofl, we shall employ Lemma 6 of Section 9 to compare these rings with An,1 and I,-r*rlYuln-t dH"-1 -cap R' Raising both sides of this inequality to the power nl@-l) and substituting the expressions for p and p' obtained in Theorems I and 2, we obtain pnt(n-t, = t(n-l)-r p, of,r!1-rl.
Rearranging, we may write this as
whichbecauseof (2) reducestothefact that mod-R*logt has a nonpositive derivative with respect to t, 0<t<1. 
sr: sn(fi, k'), cr: cn(f , k'), dr: dn(f , k').
Here K':K((f -r'1v1 is as in (3) and sn,cn,dn are Jacobian elliptic functions.
Proof. First put e:E(f):2flK' in the quarter disk g:{(x,y): x2+y2<1, x>0, y>0), where x and y are the real and imaginary parts of/($ , (:a*ifr (see Section 5 above), and extend E to all of -Rn,1 by first reflecting in the imaginary axis and then rotating about the xr-axis in Ä'. Then g has the same boundary values as the extremal u in Rn,r. Moreover, referring to (8) and (9) we see that Q,9 has the same sign in 9 as does -AbfKlf'llD').
Earlier we have shown (cf. (12) in [ (16) . Combinng (22) with (18), we have proved that the second inequality in (15) holds.
To establish the first inequality in (15) we take n-z q:E(p):*l:Gffi)"-'0, in 9, and extend E to all of Äo,, by symmetry as before. Then g:9 on 3r@ and g:l on So-r, and wewishtoshowthat Qng=O hR,r.ByLemma2and(17)we see that this reducäs to showing that Q3) (n-t)q"-|a-r(#.#)-'(#)' E'=o in 9, where' denotes differentiation with respect to f. But (23) is equivalent to
Since we have already seen that (drl6rcr))'=0, the problem is reduced to showing that (ä)'-(#.5!Å '=o But the last inequality is obviously true. Thas Q,E=0 in Äo,1.
Finally. since E-u on åRo,, the comparison principle for Q, says that cp>-u in Ä,,r. Then as in (lS) we may show that u,>-Q, on Sn-1. But on Sn-1,
f {t*ul''"-' +# by [9, p. 14] or u0, Formula l22.lol and (22) above. Thus the first inequality in (15) is established. ! Lemma 5. If u is extremalfor capRn,n-r(fn), tn"n on Sn-r (24) å*#=u,=<r*or#t;'-l$, Proof. The function z satisfies the equation (10) in Lemma 3' When E:E(P) we see that Q,E:div(lV9l"-'gVq) has the same sign as does (32) is zero. This shows that Q,cp>0 in Ä,,o_., and by the previous reasoning involving the comparison theorem fot Q, and an analog of (18) we see that u,<E, on ,Sn-l. But e, : B;t(srcrldL)(n-2)l@-L) p, in 9, and because ;lcrfdr:U0+k) when fr:K'12, and since p,:(l+k)-r. .(l+/cr')/(l-ks2) when r:l (see (22) ), we see that (33) : (n -t) k-| tz A; n (r * k)n t e -nt 2o n -, I : (#)' r" -, IJ' G)l da
This establishes the first half of (35) . The second half of (35) follows from the upper bound for u,in (15) by the same reasoning. Likewise (36) follows from Lemma 5.
When 2=p=n-2, (37) follows from Lemma 6,the first half of (35), and the second half of (36). n Ar,: 2Lr<t-, I:'' lsin P)Q-n)t@-L) dP
ItE
Br,: 2@-2n)t@-r) I:,'
(sin P)@-L)|@-L) dP. liminf (1 -t)$caeno,"(r) = !A-!)o,-r(,f." frt" fl)(.-n)tt-L) 4f)-', lim slp (1 -t7 $ "up R,-'Q) < !-tv-n (n -l) o,-r.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5 
